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Boba Fett-Uccine and Princess Leia Danish Dos are just the beginning when the Force is with you

in the kitchen. Wookiee Cookies is your invitation to fine culinary experiences in the Star Wars

frame of mind. From C-3PO Pancakes to Jedi Juice Bars, this intergalactic Star Wars cookbook

features healthy snacks, delicious dishes, sweet treats, and easy main courses no Rebel can resist.

With hilarious photos and safety tips for cooking on Earth as well as in most space stations,

Wookiee Cookies even includes a sheet of shiny Star Wars stickers. Age is no issue when it comes

to Star Wars cuisine-kids as well as adults will have a great time with this book. Whether you drove

to your first Star Wars flick or just had your fifth birthday, there's no reason you can't whip up some

Crazy Cantina Chili at near light speed.
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I received this cookbook as a gift from a friend because I am both a huge Star Wars fan and I am

also a chef. She thought that this would be a perfect gift for me and she was right. The recipies in

this book are simple and easy to understand. Perfect for getting the younglings involved and

teaching them the basics of cooking. Also there are great photos of each item with Star Wars action

figures incorperated into each photo. There are numerous recipies that will satisfy any Star Wars fan

both young and old. This cookbook is a must have for any Star Wars fan but it is especially a great

tool in teaching the kids how to help out in the kitchen while having fun in the process.



I have tried a few of the reciepies in this book and the results have been mostly delicious. although

the "wookie cookies" are slightly hairy -at first- with a delightful flavor over all, and a rich after taste.

Have plenty of milk handy to wash them down.Some of the ingredients are difficult to find, but if you

use the force and find a smuggler with a fast ship you should be able to procure the ingredients you

are looking for.Also in the book are the tuantaun wan tons. I encourage you to try these. they are

amazing if you can get past the smell. I made some for my girlfriend/sister and she loved them!It is

worth noting that when I tried the Yoda yogurt it seemed stale, but that may have been my fault so

don't let it stop you.This book is great and a must have for any kitchen. It is roughly the size of a

small thermal exhaust port and fits neatly in both a kitchen cupboard or a bookshelf. You can't go

wrong (unless you give in to your anger)Eat or do not eat, but you must buy.

This beautifully illustrated, spiral-bound, hardcover book is a must buy for any serious Star Wars fan

who wants to add a touch of The Force to his or her life with the delicious recipes featured in it.The

book is divided into five sections for easy reference: Breakfasts, Beverages, Snacks and Sides,

Main Courses and Desserts. Each Star Wars themed recipe is fully and clearly explained (ingredient

measurements and preparation instructions) for easy understanding. The book also comes with a

few foil stickers for storage and gift labeling and an introduction that contains practical advise on

cooking safety and a guide of the cooking tools you'll need. As an added bonus, the pages of the

book are laminated for easy, stain-free cleaning.You will love all the recipes, and will probably

recreate, the wonderfully photographed serving suggestions given in the book like the Han-Burgers,

Crazy Cantina Chili and the Jabba Jiggle, which are decorated with the action figures of known

characters of the original Star Wars movie trilogy. Other recipes' presentations feature enjoyable

visual puns like the TIE Fighter Ties, the Twin Sun Toast and the R2-D2 Treats. Some are even

very basic, but really tasty, recipes that have been given clever Star Wars-sounding names like

Oola-la French Toast, Hoth Chocolate, Yoda Soda and Boba Fett-uccine.Buy this book, and share

the joy of cooking and your love of everything Star Wars with kids and adults, family and friends.

And May The Force Be With You.I would also recommend buying the Star Wars Cookbook II and

The Star Wars Party Book along with this one as they all make a complete, excellent and fun idea

source book for everyday cooking and Star Wars themed parties.--Reviewed by M. E. Volmar

This is a great book!! When I got it, my mom was sick, but we made her Wookie Cookies and she

felt better almost immediately!! (Maybe she just thought we were doing something special and felt



gratitude). I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to make some quick snacks or a full

course meal. I really like this book.

I bought this cookbook for my husband because he loves Star Wars. It was the pictures that made

me want to buy this book. Each entree has a fun name like: Twin Sun Toast, Hoth Chocolate,

Skywalker Smoothies, or Mos Eisley Morsels. And each page has a fun picture of the entree with

Star Wars figurines.Our cookbook goes along fine until page 38, then it jumps to page 47 until it

reaches page 52, then we get pages 45 & 46, then 39-44, then 53-60.Other than that confusion

(which might not be in all the copies, who knows) I thought this was a really great item. My son

LOVES it and could care less that the pages are out of order.

so I bought this book thinking it could be cool and have some neat ideas for my son's birthday party.

No. I was wrong. The recipes are junk. You can get better ones online. You are basically paying for

something that is a recipe, but they added a Star Wars name to it.... like Wookie Cookie or Yoda

Soda. The books belongs with the Star Wars Christmas (Life Day) Special.

If you feel like doing the jabba jiggle, or having some ca-razy cantina chili then this book is for you. I

bought this book for a friend who loved star wars & was into amateur cooking. But when I got the

book I knew I needed one for myself! For you may be able to resist the dark side... but you sure

can't resist any of the dark side salsa. Explore the recipes of this delighful book which includes Yoda

soda, bossk brownies, jabba jello, boba fett-ucine, & lots more.
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